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ABOUT THE BOOK
Straight-A student Lily Jeong, misunderstood by her parents
and ignored by classmates, sneaks her manipulative
boyfriend into Rockwell High believing he’ll get revenge for her
recent public humiliation. Minutes later, fourteen people are
dead.
Plagued by guilt, Lily lies to evade arrest. While devastated survivors grieve, class president
Keisha Washington—Lily’s long-time nemesis who narrowly escaped death—resolves to hunt
down the culprit herself. As Lily dodges detection, she bonds with Sofia Hernandez, who lost
her best friend, Caitlyn Moran, in the shooting. The adults around them—Charmaine, Joe, and
Mike—also struggle to piece together their wrecked lives. When they come together in a support
group, instead of finding solace, their mounting feelings of grief and anger drive them to protest
and vengeance. Will they ever find justice and peace?

PRAISE FOR THOUGHTS & PRAYERS
“Gripping, frightening, maddening, heart wrenching. This book is all that and more.”

“I read THOUGHTS & PRAYERS from start to finish in one sitting, captivated by the
characters”
“I hung onto every word. I cried, I empathized with these characters. Each character
so different and grieving in their own ways. This book was powerful, emotional, and
heavy. It’s also something I hope everyone will read.”
“I really loved how almost every point of view surrounding this incident was
heard…. One of the best books I've read on this topic, and I've read A LOT.”
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Lee Anne Post is the pen name for co-authors Catherine Baldau, Tara Bell, Ginny Fite, and
K.P. Robbins. Stories by these award-winning authors have appeared in numerous journals
and individually they have published nine novels. In a writer’s critique group for over five
years, they were spurred by their collective grief and then admiration to write this collaborative
novel as they watched Parkland students deal with the aftermath of that shooting. More
information on www.thenovelthoughtsandprayers.com

